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A unified, self-contained treatment ofWigner g functions, spin-weighted spherical harmonics, 
and monopole harmonics is given, both in coordinate-free language and for a particular choice of 
coordinates. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We show in this paper that three independent general
izations of the usual spherical harmonics on S2, namely 
Wigner ~ functions,l-4 spin-weighted spherical harmon
ics,5-7 and monopole harmonicss-9 are completely equiva
lent. 

It is well known that the Wigner ~ functions form an 
orthogonal basis for L 2 (S3), the square-integrable functions 
on S3. Monopole harmonics, on the other hand, form an 
orthonormal basis for (square integrable) sections of (all of 
the) complex line bundles over S2. A standard result from 
the theory of fiber bundles (see, e.g., Ref. 10), however, as
serts that these two concepts are entirely equivalent; this will 
be discussed in more detail in Sec. II below. Thus, monopole 
harmonics are equivalent to Wigner ~ functions. Finally, 
spin-weighted spherical harmonics can also be interpreted as 
sections of complex line bundles over S2 and are therefore 
the same as monopole harmonics. (This was checked in co
ordinates by Dray. II) Goldberg et al.6 showed directly that 
the spin-weighted spherical harmonics are equivalent to the 
Wigner ~ functions. Thus, all three of these concepts are 
equivalent; this paper is devoted to making this equivalence 
precise. 

The paper is divided into two parts. In Part I (Secs. 11-
V) we give precise mathematical definitions in coordinate
free language of all three kinds of harmonics and establish 
their equivalence. In Part II (Secs. VI-VIII) we repeat the 
results of Part I in a particular choice of coordinates, thus 
establishing a direct connection between the precise math
ematical definitions of Part I and the standard literature, 
which is mostly in the coordinate language of Part II. Parts I 
and II are written so as to be independent of each other; part 
of the purpose of this paper is to serve as a dictionary 
between the coordinate and coordinate-free versions of these 
results. Some readers may prefer to skip Part I on first read
ing. However, we feel that it is only in the coordinate-free 
language of Part I that the fundamental nature of the equiv
alence of the three kinds of harmonics becomes apparent. 

The equivalence of the monopole harmonics to the 
Wigner ~ functions is at least implicitly contained in Refs. 9 
and 12 while the interpretation of the spin-weighted spheri
cal harmonics as sections of complex line bundles, and thus 
their equivalence to monopole harmonics, is also known. 
However, several features of our presentation are new. Fore
most among these is the fact that the standard definition of 
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spin-weighted spherical harmonics does not make explicit 
the fact that they are sections of a fiber bundle.13 We inter
pret the standard definition as defining spin-weighted 
spherical harmonics to be functions on the (unit) tangent 
bundle to S2; we make this precise in Sec. IV below and show 
the equivalence of our definition to the standard definition in 
Sec. VIII. 

For monopole harmonics the situation is somewhat bet
ter in that the fiber bundle structure has been given explicit
ly.IO However, the monopole harmonics themselves have 
only been given explicitly with respect to one particular tri
vializing cover of the complex line bundles. 8.14 We introduce 
the monopole harmonics in Sec. Vas sections of the complex 
line bundles irrespective of local trivializations. The explicit 
coordinate version of both the monopole harmonics and the 
spin-weighted spherical harmonics in an arbitrary local tri
vialization ("spin-gauge"), given in Sec. VIII [(175) with 
(166)],isnew. 

The definition of the Wigner ~ functions in Sec. III as 
the matrix representation of SU (2) acting on irreducible re
presentations of SU (2) in L 2 (S3) is also new. This is usually 
done only for integer spin. IS Our approach has the advantage 
that it can be done in a coordinate-free way, i.e., without 
introducing a parametrization in terms of Euler angles. 

Finally, one motivation for this work was the desire to 
provide a self-contained, consistent presentation of these 
three types of harmonics in order to eliminate the necessity 
of worrying about which conventions have been used in the 
three different sets of literature. 16 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we intro
duce the mathematical concepts and notation that we will 
use throughout Part I. Sections III, IV, and V define, respec
tively, Wigner ~ functions, spin-weighted spherical har
monics, and monopole harmonics in abstract, coordinate
free language. Each definition is compared to the previous 
definition (s) as it arises. Finally, in Part II the results of Part 
I are rewritten in coordinate language and related to pre
vious work. Section VI reproduces the notation of Sec. II in 
coordinate language, while Sec. VII does the same for the 
Wigner ~ functions of Sec. III. Section VIII then discusses 
both spin-weighted spherical harmonics (Sec. IV) and 
monopole harmonics (Sec. V) in coordinate language. 

II. NOTATION 

In this section we define angular momentum operators 
and give the basic properties of complex line bundles in order 
to fix our notation. The results are standard; our presenta
tion is largely based on Kuwabaral7 and Greub and Petry. 10 
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Explicit coordinate versions of most of the results appear in 
Sec. VI. The generalization of many of the concepts present
ed here to higher-dimensional vector bundles over higher
dimensional spaces is discussed by Guillemin and Uribe. 18 

Let the isomorphism of SU(2): = SU(2,C) and 83 be 
given by :::: 

T: SU(2) _ 83 (1) 

and let B E SU (2) act on 83 on the left via 

p t-+Bp: = T[B(T- I P ) J. (2) 
The corresponding action ofSU(2) onV(83

) is (L2denotes 
the set of square integrable functions) 

ft-+ D(B) f, (3a) 

D(B)flp : =fIB-'p' (3b) 

D(B'B)f=D(B')D(B)/ (3c) 

Similarly, letA E SO(3): = SO(3,R) acton 82 on the left via 

xt-+Ax; (4) 

the correspoading action of SOC 3) on L 2 (82) is 

gt-+D(A)g, 

D(a)gl.,,: =glr'''' 

(5a) 

(5b) 

Consider 

U(1) = {H( A.): A. E [0,21T)}CSU(2], (6a) 

H(a)H(b) = H(a + b), (6b) 

H( A.) = 1 ¢>A. = 0 (mod 217'). 

The Hopf bundle is defined to be the principal bundle 

U(1)--83 

~ 17' , (7) 
82 

where the (right) actionofU(1) on 83 is given by 

Pt-+pelA.:=T[(T-Ip)H(A.)]. (8) 

Thus, 1T(pelA.) =1T(p) and 17' (BpeIA.) =1T(Bp). We there
fore get an induced map 

17': SU(2) - SO(3), 

1T(B)1T(p) = 1T(Bp). 
(9) 

We will assume that the U ( 1) subgroup ofSU (2) in (6) 
has been chosen so that the Chern class of the Hopfbundle is 
[R], whereR = - (i/2)OandOisthevolumeformon82. 
Thus the Hopfbundle has Chern number 

! iR = + 1 (10) is, 217' 

instead of - 1 (the only other possibility). [This can always 
be achieved by replacing H( A.) by H( - A.) if necessary.] 

We wish to introduce a basis A,. E su(2), the Lie algebra 
of SU (2), which satisfies 

[A,.,Ab ] = EabcAe, (11) 

where the indices run from 1 to 3 and E,.bc is the totally 
antisymmetric tensor defined by E 123 = + 1. However, if we 
define 

Pa (T ) : = exp( TA,.) E SU(2), (12) 

for A,. satisfying ( 11 ), thenp,. is periodic in T with period 417'. 
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We define 

( 13) 

(the minus sign is conventional) and choose Al and A2 so 
that (11) is satisfied; note that we now have 

H( A.) =P3( - U). (14) 

Introduce angular momentum operators on 83 via 

J,.: L2(83 ) _ L2(83), 

i.e., 

Then we have 

[J,., Jb ] = iEabcJe' 

Define 

J ± : = J I ± iJ2• 

(15a) 

(I5b) 

(16) 

(17) 

Then [compare ( 131 ) below J J2 = -1 0 3, where 0 3 is the 
standard Laplacian on 83. 

Ifwe now define angular momentum operators on 82 by 
A 

Ja : V(82 ) _ V(82 ), 

(18) 

where a,. (T ) : = 1T( P,. (T »), then we have 
A 

J,.gl ... ( p) = J,. (g 0 17') I p [g E L2(82)]. (19) 
A 

Note that J,. and J,. are Hermitian operators. 
The complex line bundles En associated with the Hopf 

bundle can be defined as follows. Let U ( 1) act on C via 
multiplication, i.e., 

C_C, 
(20) 

Define 

En: = 83 X nC (21 ) 
= ([ (p,z) n, 

where the square brackets denote equivalence classes under 
the relation 

( p, z) _ (peIA. ,einAz) , 

En is a fiber bundle over 83 with fiber C, 

E,. 
, 17',., 

82 

and there is a U ( 1) action on E,. given by 

[( p, z)] t-+ [( peIA., z) J. 
The projection 17',. is given by 
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1Tn ([(P.Z)]): =1T(p). (25) 

There is a natural connection on En (Ref. 19) so that the 
curvature of En is [see (155) 1 

Rn = - (in/2)Cl. (26) 

where Cl is the volume fonn on S2. so that the Chern number 
of En is [compare (10)] 

i iRn 27 Ys. 21T = + n. ( ) 

We will assume throughout the remainder of the paper that 
this connection has been chosen. 20 

There is an existence and uniqueness theorem which 
says that a line bundle over S2 with curvature R exists if and 
only if 

i iR eZ (28) 
j 21T 

and that this bundle is unique up to strong bundle isomor
phism. 

Let 

En :={/eC""(S3) :/(pelA.) =e1nA/(p)}. (29) 
"'-

Given any/ e Fn we can obtain a C"" section CTt of En by 

(30) 
x~ [(p,J(p»1. 

for any p such that 1T( p) = x. Denote by Q the map 

(31) 

Note that Q is one-to-one: A C "" section CTt uniquely ~ter
mines a function/on S3 via (30) which much be in Fn in 
order to be well-defined. We write the inverse mapping as 

/0' : = Q -I(CT). (32) 

Given any smooth (C "") local section 

UA. C s2. 
A 3 
rA.: UA. -S. 

"'-
1T 0 rA. == I 

(33) 

of the Hopfbundle we can interpret a sectionCT e rn of En as 
a/unction 

I' "'- 2 
~:=JO'orA.eL(UA.)' (34) 

For x e UA. and sections CT. r of En we define the scalar 
product 

(CT.r)",:= /0' irA. (x») ·/,.(Ya(x»). 

(35) 
"'-

Note that since/O' and/,. are both elements of Fn the nonn is 
independent of the choice oflocal section r A. so long as x is in 
the domain of definition of r A.' We can now define 

(CT.r) : = i (CT.r)", dx. (36) Ys. 
Note that Qis not an isometry but satisfies [compare (144)] 

(J,/) == (1T12) (Q(/).Q(/». (37) 

Thus. if we define Fn: = En n L2(S3) and let 
r n : = L 2(S2 _ En ) denote the set of square integrable sec-
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tions of En. then Q clearly gives a one-to-one correspondence 

Q :Fn - rn' (38) 

We can now introduce angular momentum operators 
"'-
La on rn via 

A -I 
LaCT: = Q(Ja (Q CT»). (39) 

For the connection chosen above [compare (26)] the La
placian on rn is [see (157) belowj17,19 

fl. n == - L 2 + n2/4. (40) 

III. WIGNER ~ FUNCTIONS 

Wigner l introduced the functions ~~m as the matrix 
elements of finite rotations acting on irreducible representa
tions of the rotation group [SO ( 3 ) ]. Our presentation is 
largely based on that of Edmonds.2 Other standard refer
ences are Rose3 and the more modern treatment given by 
Biedenharn and Louck.4 

We can define an irreducible representation of SU (2 ) 
on S3 for each 1 as follows. 

Choose ¢JI/ e L2(S3) with 

J2¢J1/ = 1(/ + I )¢JI/. J3¢J1/ = I¢JI/. 

and define 

(41 ) 

¢JI,I-n = [n(2/-n+ 1)]-1/2J_¢JI,I_n+1 (n= 1.2 ..... 21). 
(42) 

Then 

J3¢Jlm = m¢Jlm' 

J ± ¢JIm = [(/ =+= m) (I ± m + 1)] 1I2¢JI,m± I' 

and 

(¢JIm .¢Jl'm') = (t/>I/.¢JI/ )8I/,8mm,. 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

where ( ' •. ) denotes the L2 nonn on S3. Note that since 
[J 2.J_] =0. (42) implies 

(46) 

this also follows directly from (43) and (44). From (43)
( 46) we see that there is a (matrix) representation of SU (2 ) 
on the vector spaces 

WI: = Span{¢Jlm : 0" I-Iml eZ}. (47) 

for each I. The representation is irreducible because W I is 
generated by the action of J _ on ¢JI/ [see (42)]. 

We can now define the Wigner ~ functions to be the 
matrix representation ofSU(2) acting on WI: 

D(B) : Wi _ WI. 
(48) 

¢JIm ~ L ¢Jlqg~m (B) 
q 

withD(B)as in (3). Note that this construction is indepen
dent ofthe choice of ¢JI/ satisfying (41). 

Before deriving the properties of the Wigner g func
tions we first show that. for integer spin (I e Z). our defini
tion is the same as the usual one in tenns of spherical har
monics on S2. We can introduce the usual spherical 
hannonics on S2 via 
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A 

13Y'm = mY'm' 
A In 
I ± Y'm = [(I =Fm)(1 ± m + I)] Y"m±" 

( Y'm' Yl'm') = 6/l.6mm, 
(49) 

(ieZ, 0 <:; I-Iml eZ) 

A A A 

and a choice of phase for each I, where I ± : = II ± il2 and 
the norm is now the L 2 norm on S2. Defining 
Y~m : = Y'm 0 17'eL2(S3) weseethatthe Y~m satisfy (43)
(46) and thus 

But 

D(B)Y~m == L Y~9~m(B). q 

D(B) Y~m Ip = Y'm 0 17'IB-'p 

= Y'm 1.(B-')1T(P) 

= D (iT(B) )Y'm 017', 

and therefore 

(SO) 

D(iT(B»Y'm == L Y,q9~m (B), (51) 
q 

which is equivalent to the standard definition of the func
tions 9 ~m in terms of SO (3). 

We now establish the various properties of the 9 ~m' 
From (45) we have 

(tP/l,tP/l )6/l.6mm· 

=" tP'm (p) tPl'm' (p)d$ is· 

== L" tP'q (p)9~m (B)tPl'q' (p)9~m' (B)dS q,q·is· 

= L 9~m (B)9~~. (B)(tP/l,tP/l) 
q 

and therefore 

L 9~m (B) 9~m' (B) == 6mm·· 
q 

From (3c) we also have 

9~ (B 'B) = L 9~1l (B ')9~m (B). 
II 

Setting B ' = B -I and relabeling indices we get 

6mm· =L9~(B-l)9~m·(B), 
q 

so that we finally obtain 

9~m(B) =9~(B-I). 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

In other words, the matrix (~')qm = 9~m is unitary; 
(9')-1 = (91),. 

Define the operatorsL" andK" on L2(SU(2») via 

(56a) 
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(56b) 

where he L2(SU(2». We then have 

tP,q(L,,9~m(B»)= -i~1 tP,q9~m(f;J,,(1')B) 
d1' ,.-0 

= - i ~I D (f;J" (1' )B)t/J1q 
d1' ,.-0 

== - I" [D(B)tP'q]' (57) 

whereas 

tPlq(K,,9~m (B» = i ~I tP,q9~m(B f;J" (1' » 
d1' ,.=0 

= i ~I D(Bf;J" (1' »)t/J1q 
d1' ,.=0 

== D(B) [/"tP'q]' (58) 

Using (43) and (44) it is now easy to compute 

L3~!m = - q9!m' (59) 

L± 9~m = - [(I±q)(1 =Fq+ 1)]1/29~'fl,m; 

K 39!m = m9!m' (60) 

K± 9!m = [(1 =Fm)(1 ± m + 1) ]1/29~,m±l; 

where L ± : = LI ± iL2 and K ± : = KI ± iK2• Note that 
both L" and K" satisfy the usual commutation relations, 
namely those satisfied by I", and that L 2 == K 2. 

From (59) and (60) we see that the 9~m are orthogo
nal, i.e., 

(9~m,9~m') = 6/l.69t/6mm·C" (61) 

where the norm is the L2 norm on SU(2) and where 
C,: = (9~,,9~,). [Note that by (59) and (60) the norma
lization depends only on I.] But from (52) we have 

L (9~m,9~m) == 2r, (62) 
q 

so that 

C, = 2r/(21 + 1) (63) 

[which shows that 9~m e L2(SU(2»)]. 
Note that V(S3) is of course isomorphic to L 2(SU (2») 

via 

T*: L2(S3) -+ L2(SU(2»), 

/1-+/ 0 T. 

We thus define 
~, nt' 31 qm :=T.31 qm , 

== 9!m 0 T- 1 e L 2 (S3). 

Under this isomorphism we have 

L,,(/o n ==1,,/0 T, 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

and we see that the matrix representation of SU(2) on the 
space spanned by the 9 ~m for fixed 1 and m [given by (59) ] 
is not the same as the matrix representation ofSU (2) on W, 
[given by (43) and (44)]. We can fix this by defining 
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and 

~~m (B) : = ~(21 + 1)/41r .@1_q,m(B -I), 

== ~(21 + 1)/41r .@~, _q (B), 

A 

~I '= ~I 0 T- I e L2(S3) qm· qm , 

(67) 

(68) 

where the factor ~(21 + 1)/41r has been added for conve
nience. 

Note that 

. fi!II d I .@I I = -l\l~ dr r=O -qm [P.(r)B)-' 

. fi!II d I ,.;}rl I 
= +l\l~ dr r=O :P_ qm B-'p.(r)' 

so that 

La~~mIB =~(2/+ 1)I41rKa.@l_ qm IB-. (69) 

and similarly 

Ka~~mIB ==~(2/+ 1)I41rLa.@l_ qm IB-.. (70) 

Thus 

L3~~m = m~~m' 
(71) 

(72) 

and 
(~~m'~~m') = (11'12)811·8qq.8mm·· (73) 

The matrix representation ofSU(2) on the spaces 

W~ :=span{~qm :O<.I-Iml eZ}, (74) 

foreachq(O<.I-lql e Z) is now precisely the same as on Wi 
and there are 21 + 1 spaces W~ for each I. Using the Peter
Weyl theorem21 we conclude that 

L2(S3) = ED W~, (75) 
I,q 

and that {~2/11'~~m} therefore forms a~orthonorma/basis 
for L2(S3). The Wigner.@ functions {.@~m} thus form an 
orthogonal basis for L 2 (S3) . 

We now derive a property of the ~~m that will be crucial 
in what follows. Note that 

La~~mIBH(..t) =La(~~m(BH(A.»)), 
but that 

(76) 

Ka~~mIBH(..t) =i dd I ~~mIBH(..t)P.(r)f (77) 
r r=O 

which, in general, is not equal to 

Ka(~~m(BH(A») =i.!!....1 ~~mIBP.(..t)H(r). 
dr r=O 

(78) 

However, since [ P3 (r ),H( A)] = 0 we see that we do have 
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(79) 

But since the ~~m are fully determined by their eigenvalues 
with respect to L 2, L 3, and K3 and since they form a basis for 
L 2(SU (2»), we conclude that 

~~m(BH(A») == C(A)~~m (B), (80) 

where c may depend on (/,q,m). Finally, using (14) we have 

q~~m IB = K3~~m IB 

= i dd I ~~m IBP,(..t) 
r r=O 

i d I oul I = --- o:J'qm BH(..t)· 
2 d A ..t=o 

Thus 

.!!....I c( A) = 2iq, 
dA ..t=o 

(81) 

which, together with c(O) = 1 and c(a + b) = c(a)c(b) 
[which follows from (6b)], implies c( A) = e2iq ..t, so that 

~~m(BH( A» = e2iq..t~~m (B) (82) 

and therefore 

~~m(pei..t) =e2iq..t~~m(P)' (83) 

i.e., ~~m eFlq' In fact {~2/11'~~m} forfixedq clearly forms 
an orthonormal basis for Flq' We can now write (77) as (79) 
together with 

K± ~~mIBH(..t) =e±21..tK± (~~m(BH(A»). (84) 

IV. SPIN-WEIGHTED SPHERICAL HARMONICS 

Newman and Penroses introduced spin weighted 
spherical harmonics in a particular choice of spin gauge. 
The (trivial) generalization to an arbitrary spin gauge (for a 
particular choice of coordinates) can be found in Dray. II (A 
spinorial definition has been given by Penrose and Rindler.7 

See also Refs. 22 and 23.) Consider the complexified tangent 
bundle 

TcS2 : = TS2 ® C , 
(85) 

S2 

and let m be a (complex) vector field on S2, i.e., a local 
section of the tangent bundle 

m : U -+ TcS2 (U c S2), 

which satisfies 

(m,m) = 0, (m,m) = 2, 

at each point of U. 

(86) 

(87) 

A quantity Q is said to haveS spin weight s [we write 
sw(Q) = s] if under the transformation 

m -+elKm, 

Q transforms according to 

Q.-eIsKQ. 

(88a) 

(88b) 

What does this mean? We interpret this imprecise definition 
as follows. 

Consider the space V consisting of all elements v of Tc S2 
satisfying (87). There is a natural decomposition 
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v= VouVo, (89a) 

where for any vo e Vo we have 

Vo = {eixvo; X: S2 ~ [0,217")}. (89b) 

Note that Vo is a subbundle of the tangent bundle (85), i.e., 

Vo 
'iT. (90) 
S2 

Furthermore, since we have a natural U ( I) action on Vo, 
namely 

Vo~ Vo, v~eIAv, 

and since 

iT(eiAv) = iT(v), 

(9Ia) 

(9Ib) 

Vo is clearly a circle bundle over S2. But since Vo ® R is 
equivalent to the real tangent bundle T S2 and since T S2 is 
bundle isomorphic to E I' there is a fiber-preserving isomor
phism24 

(92) 

We therefore interpret "quantities of spin weight s"to 
be functions on Vo, i.e., elements ofL 2 (S3), with a particular 
behavior under the circle action. We must, however, be ex
tremely careful here: The vector field m in the usual defini
tion of spin-weighted spherical harmonics has a definite be
havior under the circle action, so we are not free to specify 
this independently. We claim that the correct choice is to 
require m to behave in the same way as K + under the circle 
action, namely [compare (84) ] 

(93) 

[so that K=2..t in (88)]. We will see below [compare 
(177c)] that this correctly reproduces the standard defini
tion in coordinates. 

We thus define a "quantity of spin weight s" to be a 
function 

(94a) 

satisfying 

j(elAv) == e+ 2isA j(v). (94b) 

We can turnjinto a functionJ: =jo 11- 1 on S3, and we 
therefore define spin-weighted functions on S3 to be elements 
JofL2(S3) satisfying 

(95) 

i.e., J e F 2s for some s, and define s to be the spin weight of 
J(sw( J) = s). But note that from (83) we have 

(96) 

so that {~~m} for fixed q forms a basis ~r the functions of 
spin weight q for 2q e Z. We call the ~~m spin-weighted 
spherical harmonics on S3. 

Note further that, for integer spin (I e Z), (72) implies 
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[ 
(/ - q)!] 1/2 ( _ 1)9(K )q~1 
(/ + q)! + Om 

~~m = [(/ + q)!]1/2 ( _ 1)9(K_)191~1 
(/_q)! Om 

° 

(O<q<l), 

( -1<q<O), 

(1< Iql), 
(97) 

which is equivalent to the standard definition of spin-weight
ed spherical harmonics for integer spin. 

v. MONOPOLE HARMONICS 

Greub and PetrylO were the first to introduce the idea of 
using a Hilbert space of sections of complex line bundles to 
obtain a description of the Dirac magnetic monopole which 
is free of string singularities. Wu and YangB independently 
discovered the same idea and gave an Qrthonormal basis for 
this Hilbert space (with respect to a particular trivialization 
of the bundles) which they called monopole harmonics. (A 
combined treatment of these two approaches can be found in 
Biedenharn and Louck. 9 ) 

A 

Consider the electromagnetic field F of a Dirac magqet-
A 

ic monopole of strength g located at the origin. The field F is 
a spherically symmetric, time-independent two-form over 
R4 so it is sufficient to consider the pullback F of F to S2. 
Then we have 

F=gO, (98) 

where 0 is the volume form on S2, i.e., 

(99) 

Maxwell's equations imply that F is closed, i.e., dF = 0, but 
we do not assume that F is exact, i.e., we do not assume that 
there exists a globally defined vector potential A satisfying 
dA=F. 

The SchrOdinger equation for a particle with electric 
charge e and mass m moving in this field can be written 

iatt/J= - 2~(a~ + ~ a, + ~) t/J, (100) 

which we interpret as follows. Make the ansatz 

t/J = e - iEt P (r)q, 

where q is a section of the line bundle over S2 with curvature 
R = - ieF (see Ref. 25). Then a represents the natural La
placian [compare (26) and (40)] on this bundle. The 
SchrOdinger equation now becomes 

r(2mEp +p" + 2p'/r)q= -p(aq), (101) 

so that the angular part of the wave function, q, must be an 
eigensection of a. 

For the line bundle with curvature R = - ieF to exist 
we must have [see (28)] 

f ~~ e Z, (102) 

which is just the Dirac quantization condition 

2egeZ; (103) 

qis thus a section ofE2q forq = ego We thus have [see (40)] 
A 

a == a2q == - L 2 + q2 (104) 
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so that eigensections of!:1 are also eigensections of L 2 • We are 
only interested in sections u that are square integrable, so 
th~t ue r 2q' and thus Q -lue F2q • But we have seen that 
{<;?9'~m} forms a basis for F2q • We are thus led to define the 
monopole harmonics 

<;?9' qlm : = Q(~~m) e r2q • (105) 

The monopole harmonics can also be defined intrinsi
cally by the conditions 

<;?9'qlm e r 2q , 

L2
<;?9'qlm =/(/+ l)<;?9'qlm, 

L3<;?9'qlm = m<;?9'qlm' 

(<;?9'qlm,<;?9'q'I'm') =~II'~qq'~mm'; 

(106) 

these follow from the definition (105) together with (71), 
(73), and (37). 

We thus see that the monopole harmonics are complete
ly equivalent to the spin-weighted spherical harmonics on 
83, where the equivalence is given by the mapping Q. 

VI. COORDINATE NOTATION 

In this section we introduce a particular coordinatiza
tion of SU (2) [and thus also of SO ( 3) and 83] in terms of 
Euler angles. We then introduce the complex line bundles 
over 82 and angular momentum operators in terms of these 
coordinates. 

The group SU(2) : = SU(2,(;) can be defined as the set 
of 2 X 2 complex matrices satisfying 

B- 1 = JiT, detB = 1, 

or equivalently 

(
a b) -B = _ b a (aa + bb = 1). 

( 107a) 

( 107b) 

Similarly, SO(3) : = SO(3,lR) can be defined as the set of 
3 X 3 real matrices satisfying 

A -I =A t, detA = 1. (108) 

We choose the parametrization for SU (2) given by 

a = cos( /3 12) e- IHr + all2), 

b = sin ( /3 12) e + IHr- a l/2), 

where 

/3e [0,17'], a e [0,217'), re [0,41T); 

we write B(a, /3,r) for the matrix so determined.26 

(109a) 

(109b) 

We consider 83 to be the subspace of (;2 defined by 

83 
: = {(:) e (;2 : uu + vii = I}. 

We choose the parametrization 

u = cos(O 12)e-il("'+~l/2), 

v= _sin(012)e-iH"'-~l/2), 

where 

Oe [0,17'], t/Je [0,217'), f/Je [0,41T); 

(110) 

( 111a) 

(111b) 

we write (O,t/J,f/J) for the point so determined.26 The isomor-
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phism between SU(2) and 83 can be given as 

T: SU(2)-:'83
, 

B(a,/3,r) 1---+ (/3,a,r), 

or equivalently 

The metric on 83 is now 

dr : = du du + dv au 

( 112a) 

(112b) 

= l(dO 2 + dt/J2 + d~ + 2 cos Odt/J df/J), (113) 

so that the Laplacian on 83 is given by 

D3=4(a~ + cot oae ++a~ ++a~ sm 0 sm 0 

(114) 

We consider 82 to be the subspace of R3 defined by 

(115) 

and we choose the usual parametrization in terms of spheri
cal coordinates 

x + iy = ei~ sin 0, z = cos 0, (116) 

where 0 and t/J have the same ranges as in (111 b). Consider 
the elements H ( A) of SU (2) defined by 

(
e+ iA 0) H(A):= ., :=B(0,0,-2A). ° e-

IA 
( 117) 

Then {H( A) :A e [0,217')} is isomorphic to U( 1) so we can 
define the Hopf bundle via 

where the projection is the obvious map 

17'(0,t/J,f/J) : = (O,t/J) 

or equivalently 

(

Re( - 2UV») 
(:) 1---+ Im~ - 2~v) 

uu -vv 

and the circle action is defined by 

(O,t/J,f/J)eiA
: = T(B(O,t/J,f/J)H( A») 

= (O,t/J,f/J - 2A). 

(118a) 

(118b) 

(118c) 

(118d) 

From (118c) we see that we get an induced map 

17': SU(2) --+ SO(3) 

which can be defined by 

( 119a) 

( 119b) 

Direct calculation shows that under this map we have 
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17-: (_ ~ ~).- - Im(a2- b 2) 
( 

Re(a2 - b 2 ) 

b a _ Re(2Qb) 
so that 

A(a,P,r) : = 1T(B(a,P.r») 

Im(a2 + b 2
) 

Re(a2 + b 2
) 

Im(2Qb) 

Re(2ab) ) 
-Im(~b) , 
aa-bb 

( 119c) 

~a~P~r -~a~P.r ~a.p 
-sina sin r -sina~r 

- sinacosP~r -sinacospsinr sinasinp . ( 119d) 
+ cos a sinr + cos a cosr 

- sinpcos r sinp sin r 
NotingthatA(a,p,r) a:A(a,P,r + 217") we can choose the 
parametrization of SO ( 3) to be given by (119d), where26 

pe [0,17"], ae [0,217"), re [0,217"). (11ge) 

Defineaa (7') e 80(3), a = 1,2,3, to be the matrix which 
rotates S2 about the ath axis counterclockwise through an 
angle 7'. Thus 

- ~n 7') a: A (l!!.. 7'~) , 2 ' , 2 
cos 7' 

(

COS 7' 

a 2 (7') = ~ 
-SID 7' 

~ Si~7')==A(O'7"O)' 
o cos 7' 

(120) 

a,(T) =(~; - sin 7' 0) 
~7' ~ = A (0,0,7'). 

Note that 

A(a,P,r) = a3(a)a2( p)a3(r), (121) 

so that the parametrization (119d) of SO ( 3 ) is just the usual 
one in terms of Euler angles: A (a, P,r) is the element of 
SO ( 3) that rotates the sphere S2 first by r around the z axis, 
then by P around the (original) y axis, and finally by a 
around the (original) z axis. We wish to find matrices 
Pa e SU(2), a = 1,2,3, satisfying 

1T(Pa(7'») =aa(7')· (l22a) 

Although 17- is a two-to-one mapping, the additional require
ment that 

(I 22b) 

determines the P a (7' ) uniquely as 

P (7' ) = B (317" 7' 517") == (COS ( 7' 12) i sin ( 7' /2») 
1 2" 2 isin(7'/2) cos (7' 12) , 

( 
cos ( 7' 12) sine 7' 12) , 

P2(7') = B(O,7',O) = _ sin (7' 12) ~(7' 12) (123) 

(
e-

iT
/2 0) 

P3(7') = B(O,O,7') = 0 e+IT/2' 

From (109) weseethatthegenerale1ementofSU(2) can be 
written 

B(a,P,r) =P3(a) P2( P) P3(r). (124) 

Note that (121) and (124) imply 
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cosp 

A(a,P,r)-l =:A( -r, -P, -a), 

B(a,P,r)-l =:B( - r, -P, -a). 

Define 

Aa : = ~I Pa(7'), 
d7' T=O 

.A 

(125) 

(126a) 

(126b) 

and notice that both Aa and Aa satisfy the commutation re-
lations (11).27 Note that ( 13) and (14) are also satisfied. 

We now intoduce angular mometum operators. Using 
the chain rule the definition (18) of angular momentum on 
S2 is equivalent to 

J.g = + i(x y z)A. (;')g . (127) 

which yields the familiar result 
'" J3 = -iaifJ, 

J± =e±¥( ±a9 + icot OaifJ ). 
(128) 

Similarly, the definition (15) of angular momentum on S3 is 
equivalent to 

Ja /= + i(u v)Aa G:)f + i(u jj)Aa (~:)J, (129) 

which yields 

J3 = -iaifJ, 

J ± =e±lifJ( ±a9 + icot oaifJ - (ilsinO)a~) 

so that 

J2:=J~ -J3+J+J_== -103' 

(130) 

(131) 

Both of these operators satisfy the standard commutation 
relations (16), e.g., 

[J3,J ± J = ±J ±' [J+,J_] = 2J3 (132) 

(all others zero). 
We now introduce the complex line bundles E" over S2 

associated with the Hopfbundle ( 118). The points of E" are 
equivalence classes 

[(O,~,¢';z)] eS3 x"C (133a) 
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under the equivalence relation 

«(},t/J,r/J;Z) - «(},t/J,r/J- 2...t;ein
.tz ). 

We thus obtain the line bundle 

En 

~ 1Tn , 
S2 

where the projection 1T n is given by 

1Tn([ «(},t/J,r/J;Z)]): = «(},t/J). 

(133b) 

( 134a) 

(134b) 

There is a one-to-one correspondence Q between 
(smooth) functions on S3 satisfying 

/«(},t/J,r/J) = e- 1n.,,12F«(},t/J) (135) 

and (smooth) sections 

u: S2 --+ En (136) 

of the line bundles En, which is given by 

Q(/)«(},t/J) : = [((},r,r/J;f((},t/J,r/J»)]· (137) 

We will use the notation 

Q(/) = : up Q -l(U) = :/u. 
Given any (smooth) local section28 

UA C S2, 
A 3 
rA : UA --+ S , 

(138) 

( 139) 

of the Hopfbundle we can interpret any section (136) of En 
as a/unction on UA via 

~:=/UorA 
_ - i(n12) rAF 
=e u' 

(140) 

whereFu is defined from/u as in (135). There is thus a one
to-one correspondence QA between (smooth) functions on 
UA and (smooth) sections of En (restricted to UA ), which is 
given by 

QA- 1(U) :=Q-l(U) OrA =~, (141) 

i.e., 

QA(F) = [«(},t/J,r/J;e- l(nI2)(.,,-rA)F)]. (142) 

There is a natural norm on the space of sections ( 136) of 
En given by 

(u,r) : =" FuFr dS. (143) is· 
Note that for u,r both sections of En we have [compare 
(37)] 

[ i21T (- 1 = FuFr - sin (} d(} dt/J dr/J 
e=o ~=O .,,=0 8 

(144) 
= (1T/2) (u,r). 

Given any operator Z on the space r n of square-integra
ble sections of En we can obtain an operator on L2( UA ) 

defined by 
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Z A : = Q A- 1 0 Z 0 QA (145) 

and this is clearly a one-to-one mapping of the correspond
ing operator spaces. Here Z A will be referred to as the oyera
tor a with respect to (the section ofthe Hopfbundle) rA' 

A 

We can introduce angular momentum operators La on 
rn via 

A 

Lau: = Q(Ja (Q -lU » (146) 

and thus obtain the operators29 

L1 = - i B~ + (n/2) B~rA' 

L~ =e±i~( ±Be +icot(}B~ 

- (n/2)(lIsin(})=t=iBerA + cot (}B~rA»' 
(147) 

(L 2)A = _ D1 + n cos (} L A n
2 

2 '2(} 3+ 4 '2(}' sm sm 
on L2( UA ), where 

~ : = O2 + i(n/2) (02rA) 

+ in[ (BerA) Be + (B~rA )B~/sin2 (}] 

- (n2/4) [(BerA)2 + (B~rA )2/sin2 (}] (148) 

is the operator obtained from O2 by the substitutions 

Be f-+ Be + i(n/2)(BerA)' (149) 

B~ f-+B~ + i(n/2)(B~rA)' (150) 

where O2 denotes the Laplacian on S2. 
The natural connection on En is given byl0.l? 

du = Q(e- i(n/2)'" dFu + i(n12)/u cos (}dt/J), (151) 

where d denotes the exterior derivative on S2. The connec
tion one-form w~ of the bundle En with respect to 1'A is de
fined by 

d [«(},t/J,rA;l)] =: [«(},t/J,rA;W~]. (152) 

But 

Q -1([ «(},t/J,rA;1)]) = e - i(n12)(r..-"') (153) 

so that 

w~ === i(n/2)(cos (} dt/J + drA ). (154) 

The curvature En is thus 

Rn =dw~ 

= - i(n/2)sin (} d(} Adt/J 

=== - i(n/2)O 

as desired [compare (26) ] . 

(155) 

The Laplacian fl.n on En associated with the connection 
( 151) can now be defined as follows: 

fl.n : = QA 0 fl.~ 0 Q Ai, 
where1? 

fl.~ : = O2 + 2g"b(W~ )a Vb + g"b(Va (W~)b 

+ (W~)a (W~)b)' 

(156a) 

(156b) 

where gab is the standard metric on S2 and Va denotes covar
iant ditferentiation on S2 (so that O2 = g"bVa Vb)' Inserting 
our choice (154) for the connection w~ in (156) we obtain 
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(157a) 

so that 

fl." = - L 2 + n2 /4. (157b) 

VII. WIGNER ~ FUNCTIONS 

We now introduce the Wigner g functions 1-4 as the 
matrix elements of finite rotations acting on irreducible re
presentations of the group SU (2) . 

We introduce irreducible representations of SU (2) on 
S3 as follows. For (~) E S3 define 

ul-mvl+m 
r/Jlm . - -;::::::;:::==::::;:::::;::=:::::::;::;:

~ (1- m)!(1 + m)! 
(0<;21 E Z, O<;I-JmJ E Z). 

(158) 

It is easy to check that r/Jlm E L2(S3). The operators Ja 

[(129) and (130)] when acting on r/Jlm take the form 

J3 =!(vav -ua,,), J+=va", J_=uav ' (159) 

and direct calculation shows that Eqs. (43 )-( 46) are satis
fied so that there is an irreducible matrix representation of 
SU(2) on the vector spaces Wi defined in (47). We define 
the Wigner g functions by (3) and (48) and write 

~~m (a, /3,y) : = g~m (D(a, /3,y»). (160) 

Then the g~m (a, /3,y) of course satisfy properties (52) 
through (55), in particular, 

g~m (a, /3,y) = g!...r ( - y, - /3, - a), (161) 

where we have used (125). 
We now turn to the angular momentum operators 

La and Ka defined in (56). From (66) and the expressions 
(130) for Ja it is clear that 

L3 = -iaa , 

(162) 
L± = e±ia( ± ap + i cot/3 aa - (i/sin/3)ay )' 

We derive expressions for the Ka as differential operators by 
noticing that, using the chain rule, definition (56b) is equi
valent to 

Kah= +i(a b)Aa(;:)h+i(Q b)Aa(;:)h, (163) 

which yields 

K3= +iay , 

(164) 
K ± = - e+ iY( ± ap + (i/sin/3) aa - i cot/3 ay). 

Using (59)-(61) and (63) one can show thaeo 

g~m (a, /3,y) 

= [ (l + m)!(l- m)I]1I2 (Sin !!...)21 
(l + q)!(l- q)! 2 

X ! (/+q)f ~-~ )(_1)/+m-n 
"="min n \n q m 

Xe-iqa(cot(P /2) )2 .. - m -qe- imy, 
where 

( 165a) 

nmin = max(O,m + q), nmax = min(l + q,1 + m). 
(165b) 
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Defining ~~m via (67) and (68) we thus obtain 

~~m (f),r/J,r/J) 

= [ (I + q)I(I- q)I(21 + 1) ] 112 (sin !!...)21 
(I + m)!(1- m)!(41r) 2 

X ~(I+m)( l-m ) (_1)/-q-k 
k:t..... k k+q-m 

Xe + im~(cot(f) /2) )2k+ q- me -Iq"" 
where 

(166a) 

kmin = max(O,m - q), krux = min(l + m,l- q). 
(166b) 

The properties of the ~~m are easily obtained from (71)
(73) using the isomorphism (64). Define the operator 3 
("edth") on L2(S3) by 

(167a) 

[compare (66); the minus sign is conventional] so that 

3f=K_(fO T) 0 T- I • (167b) 

Explicitly, we have 

3 = e -''''(ae + (i/sin f)a~ - i cot f) a",), (168) 

and 
3 = e + ''''(ae - (i/sin f)a~ + i cot f) a",) 

[3,3] = - 2i a",. (169) 

Then we have 

and 

£1 £1 J3 o.Y qm = mo.Y qm' 

A I 1/2 A I 
J ± ~ qm = [(I =t= m) (I ± m + 1] ~ q,m ± I ; 

. £1 £1 
I a",o.Y qm = q-..:? qm' 

3~~m = [(I-q)(I+q+ 1)P/2~~+I,m' 
3~~m = - [(I+q)(I-q+ I)P/2~~_I,m' 

(170) 

(171) 

(~~m'~~:m') = (1T/2)~11'~qq'~mm" (172) 

so that {~2/1T~~m} forms an orthonormal basis for L 2 (S3). 
Comparing (128), (130), (170), and (172) we see that 

we can define the usual spherical harmonics on S2 to be 
[compare (49) ] 

Ylm (f),r/J) : = ~~m (f),r/J,O) (/ E Z, 0<;1- JmJ E Z). (173) 

VIII. SPIN-WEIGHTED SPHERICAL HARMONICS AND 
MONOPOLE HARMONICS 

Having defined the functions ~~m E L2(S3) in terms of 
Wigner ~ functions we now show how to obtain the usual 
coordinate definitions of both spin-weighted spherical har
monics and monopole harmonics. We first note that by com
paring (166) and (135) we see that we can define a section 
~ qlm of the line bundle Elq by (105) so that [compare 
(137) ] 

~qlm (f),r/J): = [(f),r/J,tP;~~m (f),r/J,r/J»)]. (174) 

The ~ qlm of course satisfy (106). 
Given a local section of the Hopfbundle defined by the 

function YA E L2( UA ) and (139), we thus obtain the func
tions [compare (141)] 
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t?Y:lm (O,t/J) : = Q A- I (t?Y qlm ) 
d»1 =..,.. qm(O,t/J'YA (O,t/J») 

=e - iqy.4(/J'~)~~m (O,t/J,0)eL2 ( UA). (175) 

The properti~ of the t?Y:lm are completely analogous to 
those of the t?Y:lm , i.e., (170)-(172). Before giving them 
explicitly, however, we need to introduce an operator on 
sections of En analogous to 3 . We do this by defining [com
pare (146)] 

(176a) 

and 
:It 
3: rn -rn_2 , 

~ -1 
3u: = + Q(K_(Q u»), 

(176b) 

so that [see (145) ]31 

3A = e- ir.4[a/J + ~ 
sin ° ~ 

+~(-cotO +ia/JYA -~~YA)]' 
2 slnO 

(177a) 

3A=e+ir.4[a/J __ i_a 
sin ° ~ 

-~(-cotO-ia/JYA -~~YA)]' 
2 SlO ° (177b) 

The vector m of Sec. IV is given byll 

m = e -lr.4(a/J + (i/sin O)a~), (177c) 

where the choice of the function YA (O,t/J) is referred to as the 
choice of a spin gauge, Note that since 

oern ~Oer -n' 
we have 

(178a) 

(178b) 

The properties of the t?Y:lm are thus [compare (169)
(171) ] 

Ltt?Y:lm = mt?Y:1m , (179) 

L ~ t?Y:1m = [(/ =F m) (/ ± m + 1)]1/2t?Y . q,I,m± I, 

3
A

t?Y:lm = [(/ - q) (/ + q + 1) Jl /2 t?YA 
q+I,I,m' 

3
A

t?Y:1m = - [(/+q)(/-q+ 1)P/2t?Y:_ I,I,m, (180) 

[3
A
,3A ]t?Y:lm = - 2qt?Y:1m · 

Furthermore, if Y A is chosen so that its domain of definition 
UA is dense in S2, then (172) becomes 

i t?Y:lm (O,t/J)t?Y:'l'm' (O,t/J) = 81l'8qq'8mm.. (181) Ys, 
Finally, note that for integer spin (/eZ), (173) and (175) 
imply 

t?Yglm (O,t/J) = Ylm (O,t/J) (182) 

and that from (180) we now obtain [compare (97)] 

(O<q<i), 

( -1<q<O), 

(I< Iql), 

(183) 

where defined [i.e., for (O,t/J) e UA ]. But the standard coor- each I) in the gauges32 

dinate definition of the spin-weighted spherical harmonics ° A. A. 
611 rae ,<p):= -<p, rb(O,t/J):= +t/J. (186a) 

for integer spin is just' (183) in the "standard" spin 
gauge32 With an appropriate choice of phase we have3s 

ro(O,t/J) : = 0, 

so that33 

q Y1m : = t?Y~/m ((;l,t/J) = ~~m (O,t/J,O) 

fI!TI XI = -V -;;;;;:- Pfl m, -q (O,t/J,O). 

(184a) 

(184b) 

In an arbitrary "spin gauge," (175) implies34 

t?YA (0 A.) - fI!TI?,;, I qlm ,<p =-V-;;;;;:- .;;L/m,-q(O,t/J,rA(O,t/J») 

=e-iqy.4(/J'~)t?Y~lm(O,t/J). (185) 

One normally defines the spin-weighted spherical harmonics 
in standard gauge for half-integer spin by (184). Thus, the 
standard spin-weighted spherical harmonics are just the 
t?Y:1m in a particular ( dense) trivialization of the line bundles 
E2q [namely the one induced by (184a)]. 

The monopole harmonics Yqlm are even easier. They are 
defined byl!,11 (179) and (181) (and a choice of phase for 
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Y a _ O)~a yb _ O)~b 

qlm = ..,.. qlm' qlm = ..,.. qlm' (186b) 

so that the monopole harmonics Yqlm of Ref. 8 are just the 
t?Y qlm in a particular trivializing cover of E2q [namely the 
one defined by (186) (Ref. 32)]. 
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